
At customer requests we now offer clients several helpful testing 
tools.

CNS Vital Signs Testing Solutions:  
Clinicians and Practice Administrators can access several tools to 
assist in the assessment administration.
1. A custom keyboard to support test administration
2. A mobile cart (can be rolled to empty exam rooms) to assist the 

process of testing
These solutions can be purchased from your account ‘Shopping Cart’ 
or by calling support 888.750.6941.

5Solutions and Requirements Windows & Mac OS

CNS Vital Signs Computer Requirements & Clinic Solutions:
CNS VS4 assessment platform technologies are designed to operate/run on 
any standard laptop and desktop. No special hardware is required.

Minimum Computer Configuration: 
Windows 7 or greater operating system or Mac OS 10.6.8 or higher 

CNS Vital Signs Local Software Applications require: 
 Windows:  Windows 7 or greater operating system. It also requires that the 

DirectX ‘OK’ button be selected during the VS4 install. A VS4 Windows install 
uses about 70MB of disk space. Runs on a 32bit (x86) or 64bit (x64) processor.

 Apple Mac:  VS4 will run on Mac OS 10.6.8 or higher and using an Intel 
processor. A VS4 Mac install uses about 50MB of disk space. When you install 
the Mac version you will be prompted for the Administrator password.

Important:  CNS Vital Signs assessment platforms are fully functional when test 
sessions remain on the counter displayed in the CNS Vital Signs applications initial 
window. Downloading software upgrades and purchasing additional assessment 
sessions can be performed by visiting www.CNSVS.com 

CNSVS Online:  CNSVS Online www.CNSVSONLINE.com runs on a browser such 
as Internet Explorer (IE 6 or higher), Chrome, Firefox, Safari, etc. on virtually any 
computer system connected to the internet. CNSVS Online works best when the 
clinic has an high speed, persistent internet connection.

Rating Scales can be administered and reports viewed on browser enabled Tablets 
using CNSVS Online.

CNS VS Tools iPad App:  The CNS Vital Signs clinical and quality rating 
instruments can be administered by the CNS VS Tools iPad App. To learn more or 
to download and install the free app go to 
https://www.cnsvs.com/CNSVSTools.html.

Neurocognitive testing requires clinics to provide a quiet uninterrupted 
location e.g., exam rooms, small dedicated testing cubicles or rooms, empty 
sleep lab rooms, etc. 
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